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The house constructed by .tealthy’ merchant Israel Bowen Mason, at’
the northwest corner of Broad and Dartmouth Streets in 1888, is a
superb essay in the American Queen Anne style. The mansion is a long, . -

narrow, 2½-story rectangular block, modulated by bay windows, porches’
and verandas to produce a visually’complex-composition; its cross-
gabled roof is pierced by numerous turrets, gables and dormers, adding
to the overall picturesque effect. The house is set on a rusticated
biownstone basementwith red brick walls-on the ground floor, red
-slate sheathingat the second floor, -and a black slate *roof. The -

_____

small. front -lawns are densely landscaped with- mature shrubs and en-
closed by a hedge. ‘ -

--

The -principal elevations face east to Broad Street and south to
Dartmouth Street. The Dartmouth Street elevation is the-entrance

- front; here the expanse of the long, rectangular, 2½-story,- flank- -

_____

gable block is broken by a projecting, 3½-story, gab-led,central pavil-
ion. To the west of this two bay projection, the wall of the main
block continues uninterrupted to the corner-divided into three bays of
unevenly spaced fenestration. -Only the gabled dormer breaking the
eaves line relieves the continuity of the facade. The western portion
of the house contains the service areas. ‘ - -

-

East of the center pavilion, the facade is enriched by an- dab-
orate porch extending to-a 3-story octagonal tower ‘with a tall peaked
roof at the eastern corner of Zthe building. Canted, brownstone steps
give access to the porch from Dartmouth Street, and wide brownstone
stairs at the east end lead up from-Broad Street. The porch is corn-
posed of paired, wooden, Romanesque.Revivalcolonnettes with carved
capitals set on rusticated brownstpne piers spanned-by a wooden
RomanesqueRevival balustrade of arcaded colonettes. The wood and -

plaster porch ceiling is divided into-square panels ornamented with a
raised geometric design. A pair of panelled natural oak doors pro
vides the principal access to the- mansion. ‘ - - ‘ - -‘:- -

The visual impact of the porch is strengthened by the design of
the house above,creating a cohesive vertical two-and-a-half-story bay.

- unit-. Above the porch, at the second floor level, a shallow columned
loggia opens from the master bedroom suite onto an open deck formed by
the porch roof. At attic level, the- roofline is broken by a pair- of
dormers

The transition from the south elevation to the east elevation is , .

made by the octagonal cornertower. The tower rises from a curved,
brick base at the ground floor level to become semi-octagonal- and clad
in slate with banded windows at the second floor. It breaks the eaves -

_____

line with a band of fenestration at- the third story, above which is -

the tapering, poift-ted, octaonalroof. - The upper level of this tower - ‘?

- -

- See continuation sheet #1
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is linked to a balancing three story bay window on the east elevation
by a covered loggia that spans the gable at the third story level.

_____

The north and west elevations are more simply composed, with -

fenestration and porches functionally located to respond to floor
plan requirements. --The north elevation has the most elaborate features.
A- stained glass oriel window between the first and second floor indi
cates the stair landing within, ‘while a projecting central pavilion

--bisects the north elevation echoing the division’ of the south elevation
- and repeating the materials and geometric progression of the- corner - I -‘ -

tower in its transition from a semi-circular brick base to semi-octag
*onal, slate-clad, upper level to a-peaked slate toof. Beneath the

-one], window is the-north entrance to the -house. ‘ - -

In spite of the complex geometry of the exterior, the plan of the
house is quite simple. :A central stair hall extending the width of the’ -

house is flanked by adjacent double reception rooms on the right, and -

by two rooms on the left, which are separated by a cross hall l,eading
to the west service wing of the mansion.- This- central hall four-room -

plan is repeated on the second floor, with the exception of the south
ern portion, of the upper hall which is partitioned to form a sitting!
dressing room for the master bedroom suite.

-

- On the third floor, a ballroom occupies most of the main block,
with the balance of the space given over to lesser bedrooms. -

- - - -‘ -The interior finish and- toodwbrk ‘of-"ti 6 main- section of th -
-Mason house are superb. The principal entrance -from Dartmouth Street, -

through a pair of panelled natural oak doors, leads into a vestibule;an inner pair of similar oak doors lead to the center hall, which is
the most-elaborately finished portion of the entire mansion. -Designed
as -a living hall in the true American Queen Anne spirit, this room isof generous proportions, extending on a north-south axis through the
house to a door located, beneath the stair landing. The. walls are -

panelled in natural oak. A -built-in pier-mirror fills’ the space between the wide doorways to the double reception rooms at the right ofthe hall, reflecting the hall fireplace ldcated opposite it between theen’trance to the, dining room and the ‘cross hall leading to the servicewing. This fireplace is the most ornate inthe house and-is a highly -original composition executed in natural wood with a five-part nichedovermantel inset with a mirror: The ceiling is timbered with closelyspaced wood beams spanning the width of the hall, and contains a -
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handsome 20th century six-light drystal chandelier

- The rear portion of the living hall is devoted to the magnificent
natural oak-carved staircase.- - - -

-- The stair ascends along the east wall to a landing extending the . -

width of the hall which is lit by a stained glass oriel window; the
second run reverses direction, ascending along the west wall to the
second floor. The twisted balusters are closely spaced and support a
ramped mqlded rail. The newel at the foot of the stairs in the first
floor hall is a floral carved,,s’quare postcontaining the monogram of

_____

Israel B. Mason capped by an elaborate carved finial.- A short flight
of steps from the main hall leads to’a lower level beneath the stair
landing containing a pair of oak-panelled exterior- doors. To the right fl
of these doors tucked -beneath the ,east run of the stairs is a small
lavatory containing,the original wood and marble fixtures. -

To the-right of the hail, double reception rooms are connected by
a pair of oak-panelled’ pocket doors. The front reception room- is

-

wainscoted to a height of 3½. feet in natural oak with plain plaster -

_____

‘walls above. The fireplace on the east wall has an elaborate Colonial
Revival natural ‘wood mantel surmounted by a mirror. A deep bay ‘window

-adjacent to the fireplace in the east -wall is framed by a wooden arch. " -

The ceiling is finished in low-relief plaster-work of Adamesquede
‘sign. The rear reception room is finished in a manner similar to the ‘

first, except that the mantel on the north wall is of a different de- -

sign and the east bay window is not enframed by an arch La,

The front chamber to the left of the hall is the dining room.
This is one of the largest and most elaborately finished rooms in the
house signifying its importance- as thp center of family life and enter-
taming in the Victorian hbusehold. Unlike the reception rooms which
demonstrate theinfluence of the Colonial Revival, the dining room,
like the living hail, *is pure American Queen Anne in conception. The

-geometry of the room is enriched by the canted corners that give the
room its octagonal form; the shape of the bay *window in the south wall
is echoed by the corner fireplace in the northeast corner and the wood
panelled vestibule screen in the northwestcorner. The room is pan
elled in oak to a height of about eight feet’ with a deep ‘classical
piasterwork frieze above. The ceiling is divided by natural wood false
timberwork into square panels containing plaster relief ornament. The

_____

corner fireplace has a wood mantel surmounted’by leaded glass cupboards’

-
- See.continuation sheet #3
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and mirrored panels with carved wood shell tops. - The built-in buffet
on the west wall is one of the finest pieces of carpentry in the man

_____

sion. Above a sideboard containing numerous panelled drawers and cup-
boards with brass mounts is a large mirror flanked by leaded glass cupT

.

boards’ and mirrored shelves. The entire buffet is unified with the
adjacent pantrS’ door-by a motif of carved wood shell coves. The pantry
itself has been totally remodelled into a modern office. -

The rear reception ‘room to the, left of the ball is entered through
the cross hall. This room’ is finished in a’ mahner similai’ to the other
reception rooms and contains a handsome, Colonial Revival style fire-
place on the west wall surmounted by-an oval mirrored overmantel. This
room ‘is also wainscoted to a height of 3½ feet and contains a delicate
Adam style relief plaster ceiling’. The rectangularity of the room is
relieved by the, bowed ‘north window wall. .

The cross hall leads west’ into the secondary stair hall. which’ con
tains the entrances to the various service -rooms occupying the’- west
wing and an enclosed, vertical board, sheathed stair to the upper

_____

floors. The rooms in the west wing have beenaltered to accommodate
the functions of the various funeral homes that have occupied the- build
ing since 1917. ‘ - -‘ ‘ ‘

- ‘ . - ‘

- The plan of the second floor is nearly identical to that of the
first floor; the major difference is the dressing/sitting room created
by partitioning the south end of the hall. The second floor hall fire-
place is tucked into a-corner on the west wall and has an elaborate -

Queen Anne/Colonial -Revival-tvood mantel. The chamber over the .

dining room and the entire sec,ond floor of the west service wing have
been totally remodelled to form a modern apartment for the owner and
do not, retain their original plan or finishes. The remaining three bed- -

chambers are i-n original condition and are similar in, size and finish
to their corresponding rooms, on the first floon Their wood mantels
are carved in various Queen Anne/Cdionial Revival designs, and only the
mantel in the northwest chamber has been painted.

‘

The staircase to the third floor rises over the well of the main

_____

stair to.a landing and then continues along the west wall to the top
floor. The third-floor ballroom oc’cupies the space in the ‘east gable. -

‘end overlooking Broad Street. - It is a large plain room with white .

plaster walls,-’built-in panelled seats and a ccived ceiling ornamented

See continuation sheet #4
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with false timberwork. The’ balance of the third floor contains simply
finished bedrooms. - - .

The carriage house for the Mason property is on the northwest
corner of the lot facing Dartmouth Street. Constructed at the same
time as the mansion, the carriage house repeats the brick and slate
materials of the house. It is a rectangular, two-story struc,ture,
capped by a- hipped late roof with a cupola ventilator at the pea’k. I -

- The interior was originally fitted with horse stalls but has since been
converted for use as a garage; unfortunately the original carriage doors
facing Dartmouth Street have been replaced,by a modern roll-up garage

____

door. The large west lawn between the ‘house- and carriage hpuse hasbeen
converted into an, asphalt parking lot. : ‘ " -

-

‘
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STATE ME NT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Israel B. Mason house is significant both archi’tecturally and
historically; it is an -unusually sophisticated work of locally promin
ent architect Alfred Stone, and embpdies, in almost original condition,
a ty’pe and quality-of house representative of the urban-development of
the major boulevards of Providence’s West Side- in the decades following
the Civil War. ‘ ‘ -‘ -

The Mason house was designed in the American Queen Anne style by
-architect Alfred Stone, a partner in the ‘Providence firm of Stone, -

Carpenter and Willson, w,hich was active in the ‘late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. ‘It provides an interesting, comparison with
examples of Stone’s earlier work in the style, such as’ the- 1883 Esther
Baker house, listed on the- National- Register, at 170 Hope Street in

‘Providence. The Mason house. employs many of the same devices as the
Baker house, such as the masonry and slate cladding, the use of towers
and turrets and many of the same decorative motifs, but -illustrates the

____

evolution of the American Queen Anne style toward the Colonial Revival
‘of the 1890’s, in its more unified massing and the greater use of -

Georgian decorative detail, particularly on the interiors. The cx- p

tenor design of the Mason house also clearly demonstrates the influ
ence of the contemporary RomanesqueRevival in the rusticated brown- ‘ -

stone basement level, the porch detailing, and the use of Romanesque ‘ -: -

columns to support the oriel window on the north elevation. This house
I-s one of the last large American QuCen Anne houses designed by Stone,
whose firm, Stone, Carpenter Wilison subsequently became the foremost

- practitioner of the Colonial Revival style -in ‘domestic architecture in - ‘

Providence in the 1890’s and early 1900’s

The Mason house is of historical importance as a remnant of
earlier urban developmenttrends on -the West’ Side. Broad Street, oneof the major thoroughfares in this area, ‘remained an unimproved country ;‘:,lane until the time’ of -the Civil War. In the 1860’s Providence experi-enced great. prosperity, as-an expanding mercantile and industrial center, -and’ many new fortunes were established. Some of the nouveaux riches ofthis period- gradually moved from the older, East Side of Providence to ‘the -West. Side’, where they built magnificant homes along broad tree- -1].ned avenues. - The-two grandest west side boulevards of the later
nineteenth century were BroadWay, already listed as a district on the
National Register, and Broad Street. - - - ‘ ‘

-

‘ - ‘ ‘ ‘ See continuation sheet #5
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Israel B. Mason,, a self-made magnate in the provisions industry,
was one of the earlier residents o,f Broad Street, having built his - ,

first house there-prior to 1869. Mason’s firm; I. B. Mason Son was
a major wholesale grocery and meatpacking concern in Providence’ into
the early 20th century. Although he devoted ,most of hfs energies to

_____

his business enterprises, Mason found time to serve in the state legis- -

lature in 1879 an-d 1880. After entrusting control ofthe ‘firm to his
son Edward, he retired from active participation in I. B. Mason F Son -

in 1886, although he continued to be active in other business, concerns
until his death. Upon. his retirement, Mason no longer found his earlier
mansard roofed house an adequate reflection of his wealth and promin-
ence. In 1887 he employed Alfred Stone Of the firm of Stone, .

Carpenter and Willson to design a mansion to surpass in splendor the
nearby Broad Street home of textile magnate B. B. Knight, which was con-j

_____

si,dered to be one of the finest houses in Providence at the time. FMason’s earlier house of the 1860’s was moved across the street to
12 Dartmouth Street where it stands today, and the present mansion was
completed in 1888’. . Mason occupied the house until his death in 1916 at
the age of 84. - ‘

‘ - -

By 1916, Broad Street was in transition from exclusive residential -

to commercial land use. Stores and automObile showrooms w?re prolifer
ating, as a result of the expansion of the retail district from down- Ltown along the Broad Street Streetcar Lihe. So many residences were
being converted to doctors’ offices that Broad Street became face- -

tiously known as "Pill Avenue" in the first two decades of the ‘

twentieth century. The large suburban houses gradually, disappeared,
including the B. B. Knight mansion, razed in 1916.

Indicative of the changing character of the neighborhood was the
conversion of the- Mason mansion to a funeral home upon its sale by the -

‘ t:<
Mason heirs in 1917. The house hascontinuously served as,a funeral
home under vary-ing names since that time and has been meticulously -

preserved and maintained without substantial alteration, as one of
the last surviving reminders of this once grand boulevard of the nine
teenth century. It is fortunate that probably the finest house ever
built on Broad Street st-ill’survives amidst the present drab strip .

- commercial- development as a monument to the street’s past splendor. - -‘

- - - . r-’

‘ ,-. ‘ ‘ -.

‘

_

- ‘ . ‘ - . ‘ -‘
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Israel B. Mason House

571 Broad Street

Providence, Rhode Island

Photographer: Leslie J. Volimert

Date: August 1976

Negative: R. I. Historical Preservation Commission

Mason House from the southeast.
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Israel B. Mason House

571 Broad Street

Providence, Rhode Island

Photographer: Beth Cohen

Date: August 1976

Negative: R.I. Historical Preservation Commission

View of the main staircase.
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Israel B. Mason House

571 Broad Street

Providence, Rhode Island

Photographer: Beth Cohen

Date: August 1976

Negative: R.I. Historical PreservationCommission

Detail of the newel finial of the main staircase.
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Israel B. Mason House

571 Broad Street

Providence, Rhode Island

Photographer: Beth Cohen

Date: August 1976

Negative: R.I. Historical Preservation Commission

Dining room buffet.
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Israel B. Mason House

571 Broad Street

Providence, Rhode Island

Photographer: Beth Cohen

Date: August 1976

Negative: R.I. Historical Preservation Commission
Dining room mantel.
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Israel B. Mason House

57i Broad Street

Providence, Rhode Island

Photographer:Leslie 3. Volimert.

Date: August 1976
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View of the carriage house from the southeast.
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